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ADOPTED REGULATION OF THE  

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

LCB File No. R065-16 

Effective November 2, 2016 

EXPLANATION – Matter in italics is new; matter in brackets [omitted material] is material to be omitted. 

 

AUTHORITY: §§1-6, NRS 385.080 and 387.123. 
 

A REGULATION relating to education; revising provisions relating to calculating pupil 
enrollment for the purpose of computing the basic support guarantee for each school 
district; and providing other matters properly relating thereto. 

 

Legislative Counsel’s Digest: 
 Existing law establishes the Nevada Plan and declares that “the proper objective of state 
financial aid to public education is to ensure each Nevada child a reasonably equal educational 
opportunity.” (NRS 387.121) To accomplish this objective, the Legislature establishes, during 
each legislative session and for each school year of the biennium, an estimated statewide average 
basic support guarantee per pupil for each school district. (NRS 387.122) The basic support 
guarantee for each school district is computed by multiplying the basic support guarantee per 
pupil that is established by law for the school district for each school year by pupil enrollment. 
Senate Bill No. 508 of the 78th Session of the Nevada Legislature revised the manner in which 
pupil enrollment is calculated for the purpose of computing the basic support guarantee for each 
school district. (Senate Bill No. 508, chapter 536, Statutes of Nevada 2015, at page 3701) Prior 
to the passage of Senate Bill No. 508, pupil enrollment was based upon the count of pupils 
enrolled in public schools of the school district on the last day of the first school month of the 
school district, commonly referred to as the “count day.” Senate Bill No. 508 removed the “count 
day” and instead requires pupil enrollment to be calculated based on the “average daily 
enrollment” reported by school districts on a quarterly basis to the Department of Education. 
(NRS 387.1223) Existing regulations provide for the calculation of pupil enrollment for the 
purpose of computing the basic support guarantee for each school district to be based on the 
count of pupils on “count day.” (NAC 387.345) Section 5 of this regulation makes conforming 
changes relating to the removal of “count day” and the calculation of “average daily enrollment.” 
Section 6 of this regulation repeals provisions relating to reports of certain information relating 
to the count of enrollment and reports of the count of enrollment. Section 2 of this regulation 
revises the requirements for a pupil who is enrolled in a program of distance education to be 
deemed an enrolled pupil. 

 

 Section 1.  NAC 387.171 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
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 387.171  Each school or school district shall maintain a master register of enrollment and 

attendance containing the following information for each pupil: 

 1.  The name of the pupil. 

 2.  The date of birth of the pupil. 

 3.  The school in which the pupil is enrolled. 

 4.  The grade or ungraded category of educational service to which the pupil is admitted. 

 5.  The dates, if applicable, of enrollment and reenrollment. 

 6.  The date of withdrawal, if applicable, and the reason for the withdrawal, as described in 

NAC 387.215. 

 7.  The pupil’s record of daily attendance. 

 8.  The gender of the pupil. 

 9.  [If the pupil is enrolled in a program of distance education, the information required by 

subsection 3 of NAC 387.193. 

 10.]  The ethnic group or race to which the pupil belongs, according to the following 

designations: 

 (a) American Indian/Alaskan Native; 

 (b) Asian or Pacific Islander; 

 (c) Black; 

 (d) Hispanic; or 

 (e) White. 

 The master register of enrollment and attendance may be maintained on an electronic database 

or other computerized system if the school district obtains the approval of the Superintendent of 

Public Instruction.  
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 Sec. 2.  NAC 387.193 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 387.193  1.  A pupil who is enrolled in a program of distance education that has been 

approved pursuant to NAC 388.830 shall be deemed an enrolled pupil if [, for] : 

 (a) The school district or charter school has evidence, as documented in the electronic 

learning management system or the master register of enrollment and attendance required by 

NAC 387.171, of: 

  (1) The progress of the pupil toward completing the number of courses required for full-

time pupils specified in the written plan for enrollment for the pupil developed pursuant to 

paragraph (b) of subsection 6; 

  (2) The enrollment of the pupil in the minimum daily period required pursuant to NAC 

387.131; and 

  (3) The enrollment in a curriculum that is equivalent to the regular school curriculum; 

and 

 (b) For each course of distance education in which the pupil is enrolled: 

 [(a)] (1) The course is included on the list of approved courses of distance education 

prepared and published by the Department pursuant to NRS 388.834; and 

 [(b)] (2) The name of the pupil is included in the electronic learning management system or 

the master register of enrollment and attendance required by NAC 387.171 . [; and 

 (c) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the school district or charter school has 

evidence of the pupil’s progression in the course, as documented in the electronic learning 

management system or as documented by the pupil’s participation in a real-time class session for 

the course which is conducted by a person who is licensed pursuant to chapter 391 of NRS and 

who is authorized by the school district or charter school for the course. 
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 2.  If a pupil is initially enrolled in a program of distance education during the calendar week 

immediately preceding the count day prescribed by NRS 387.1233 and the school district or 

charter school does not have evidence of the pupil’s progression in each course of distance 

education as required by paragraph (c) of subsection 1, the pupil shall be deemed an enrolled 

pupil if: 

 (a) The school district or charter school documents that the pupil attended an orientation for 

the program of distance education or a similar admittance process for the program of distance 

education; and  

 (b) Within the first calendar week after count day, the school district or charter school has 

evidence of the pupil’s progression in each course as documented: 

  (1) In the electronic learning management system; 

  (2) By the pupil’s participation in a real-time class session for the course which is 

conducted by a person who is licensed pursuant to chapter 391 of NRS and who is authorized by 

the school district or charter school for the course; or 

  (3) By the pupil meeting or otherwise communicating with a person who is licensed 

pursuant to chapter 391 of NRS and who is authorized by the school district or charter school for 

the course to discuss the pupil’s progress. 

 3.] 2.  Each pupil enrolled in a course of distance education offered through a program of 

distance education must be recorded in full attendance for each week that the school district or 

charter school has evidence of the pupil’s progression in each course as documented: 

 (a) In the electronic learning management system; 
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 (b) By the pupil’s participation in a real-time class session for the course which is conducted 

by a person who is licensed pursuant to chapter 391 of NRS and who is authorized by the school 

district or charter school for the course; or 

 (c) By the pupil meeting or otherwise communicating with a person who is licensed pursuant 

to chapter 391 of NRS and who is authorized by the school district or charter school for the 

course to discuss the pupil’s progress. 

 The information required by this subsection to record the attendance of a pupil must be 

included in the [master register of enrollment and attendance] class record book required by 

NAC [387.171] 387.165 for that pupil. 

 [4.] 3.  A pupil who is enrolled full time in a program of distance education provided by: 

 (a) The board of trustees of a school district must be entered as an enrolled pupil in the 

master register of enrollment and attendance for the public school to which the pupil is declared 

affiliated by the board of trustees pursuant to NRS 388.862. 

 (b) A charter school must be entered as an enrolled pupil in the master register of enrollment 

and attendance for the charter school. 

 [5.] 4.  A pupil shall be deemed enrolled full-time in a program of distance education if: 

 (a) The program of distance education contains the number of school days in session required 

pursuant to NAC 387.120; 

 (b) The time that the pupil spends in the program is recorded by the pupil, the parent or legal 

guardian of the pupil, or by a computerized program; and 

 (c) The pupil satisfies the requirements of subsection [6 or 7,] 5 or 6, as applicable for his or 

her grade level. 
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 [6.] 5.  For purposes of full-time enrollment in a program of distance education, a pupil in 

kindergarten or in any grade from grades 1 to 8, inclusive, must be enrolled in: 

 (a) The minimum daily period required pursuant to NAC 387.131; or 

 (b) A curriculum that is equivalent to the regular school curriculum, if an exception to the 

minimum daily period has been approved pursuant to subsection 3 of NAC 387.131. 

 [7.] 6.  For purposes of full-time enrollment in a program of distance education, a pupil in 

any grade from grades 9 to 12, inclusive, must: 

 (a) Be enrolled in the number of courses required for full-time pupils pursuant to subsection 

[4] 3 of NAC 387.345; or 

 (b) Have a written plan for enrollment prepared for the pupil which demonstrates that the 

pupil will complete during the school year the number of courses required for full-time pupils. 

 [8.] 7.  If a pupil is enrolled part time in a program of distance education, the record of the 

part-time attendance of the pupil must be maintained separately from the record of attendance 

maintained by the school in which the pupil is otherwise enrolled. 

 [9.] 8.  As used in this section, “electronic learning management system” means an 

electronic system used by a school district or charter school to track the enrollment, attendance, 

progression and participation of a pupil enrolled in a course of distance education offered 

through a program of distance education provided by the school district or charter school. 

 Sec. 3.  NAC 387.195 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 387.195  1.  Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, any pupil who is placed for 

independent study by a school district pursuant to a plan approved in accordance with NAC 

389.720 shall be deemed to be in full attendance for a day if the combined number of minutes 

during which the pupil is: 
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 (a) Attending school; and 

 (b) Completing the hours specified in his or her contract for independent study, 

 equals more than two-thirds of the number of minutes required for the daily session of his or 

her grade or category. 

 2.  A pupil enrolled in independent study who is in kindergarten or in any grade from grades 

1 to 8, inclusive, shall be deemed enrolled full-time if the pupil is enrolled in: 

 (a) The minimum daily period required pursuant to NAC 387.131; or 

 (b) A curriculum that is equivalent to the regular school curriculum, if an exception to the 

minimum daily period has been approved pursuant to subsection 3 of NAC 387.131. 

 3.  A pupil enrolled in independent study who is in any grade from grades 9 to 12, inclusive, 

shall be deemed enrolled full-time if: 

 (a) The pupil is enrolled in the number of courses required for full-time pupils pursuant to 

subsection [4] 3 of NAC 387.345; or 

 (b) A written plan for enrollment has been prepared for the pupil which demonstrates that the 

pupil will complete during the school year the number of courses required for full-time pupils. 

 4.  A pupil who is enrolled in independent study shall maintain a study log, which may be 

used to verify the pupil’s attendance. 

 5.  A pupil placed for independent study must be reported as enrolled on the monthly reports 

submitted to the Department. 

 Sec. 4.  NAC 387.200 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 387.200  1.  Except as otherwise provided in subsection [8] 7 of NAC 387.193, a pupil 

must not be entered as an enrolled pupil in the master register of enrollment and attendance of 

more than one public school on the same day. 
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 2.  A pupil remains enrolled in the public school until the pupil is transferred from the school 

or his or her name is withdrawn from its master register. A pupil is not withdrawn from school if 

he or she is: 

 (a) Truant from school and documentation of the truancy is maintained by the school district; 

or 

 (b) Absent from school for a period of less than 1 school month, with an expected date of 

return. 

 3.  If a pupil: 

 (a) Enrolls in another school, the effective date of withdrawal is the [day immediately after 

the] last day that the pupil attended class. 

 (b) Enrolls in another school in the same school district within 10 consecutive school days 

after a change of residence of the pupil, the effective date of withdrawal is the date immediately 

preceding the date on which the pupil enrolled in the other school. 

 (c) Does not enroll in another school, the effective date of withdrawal is the [date that] last 

day that the [parent or legal guardian of the] pupil [notifies the school district of the withdrawal.] 

attended class. 

 (d) Is placed in a detention home or alternative program in another school district, the 

effective date of withdrawal is the last day that the pupil attended class or the day on which the 

pupil is placed in control of the personnel for the detention home or alternative program, 

including days for processing and proceedings for placement, whichever is earlier. 

 (e) Does not attend school for 10 consecutive school days and the whereabouts of the pupil 

are unknown, the effective date of withdrawal is the day immediately after the 10th consecutive 

school day that the pupil failed to attend school. 
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 Sec. 5.  NAC 387.345 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

 387.345  1.  Except as otherwise provided in subsections [4] 3 and [5,] 4, the count of 

pupils for calculating the basic support for each school district for any quarter during a school 

year is the weighted count of the average daily enrollment of pupils in the school district [on] for 

the [last day] immediately preceding quarter of the [first school month of the] school year, 

reported to the Department pursuant to subsection 1 of NRS 387.1223, including, without 

limitation, the count of pupils who reside in the county and are enrolled in any charter school [on 

the last day of the first school month of the school district for the school year. The last day of the 

first school month for that district is the last day of the first school month of the school calendar 

in which the greatest number of pupils attend.] or university school for profoundly gifted pupils.  

 2.  [If a school district operates any of its schools under a school calendar which does not 

provide for enrollment and attendance of pupils on the last day of the first school month as 

prescribed in subsection 1, the school district may, upon the written approval of the 

Superintendent of Public Instruction, include in the count of enrollment as prescribed in 

subsection 1, the count of pupils attending under such a calendar on the school day of that 

calendar which is within 5 school days of the school day closest to the count day prescribed in 

subsection 1. 

 3.]  On a form prescribed by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, the superintendent of 

schools of each school district shall certify to the Department [by November 1] on or before 

October 1, January 1, April 1 and July 1 of each school year the weighted count of enrollment 

[as of the day prescribed in subsection 1.] for the immediately preceding quarter of the school 

year. If a charter school or a university school for profoundly gifted pupils submits a form 

pursuant to this subsection, the charter school or university school for profoundly gifted pupils 
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shall, upon the request of the sponsor of the charter school , the governing body of the university 

school for profoundly gifted pupils or a school district in which a pupil enrolled in the charter 

school or university school for profoundly gifted pupils resides, provide a copy of the form to 

the requester. 

 [4.] 3.  A school district shall not count a pupil who enrolls in [the ninth] grade 9, 10, 11 or 

12 as a full-time pupil for the purpose of calculating the basic support for the school district for a 

school year unless the pupil is in a minimum of: 

 (a) Six courses or the equivalent of six periods per day if he or she is in grade 9, 10 or 11; or 

 (b) Four courses or the equivalent of four periods per day if he or she is in grade 12. 

 [5.] 4.  A school district shall not count a pupil who is 21 years of age or older on or before 

September 30 of a school year for the purpose of calculating the basic support for the school 

district for that school year unless: 

 (a) The pupil is a pupil with a disability who is eligible to receive the benefits provided by 

chapter 395 of NRS pursuant to NRS [395.020;] 388.5223; or 

 (b) The Superintendent of Public Instruction has given express permission for the pupil to be 

counted. 

 The grade level of a pupil is determined by the number of credits held by the pupil. 

 [6.  If a pupil is counted pursuant to this section and the pupil subsequently enrolls in a 

public school in another school district before the count day for that school district: 

 (a) The pupil must be included in the count for the school district to which the pupil 

transferred; and 
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 (b) The Department shall make appropriate adjustments to the apportionments made to the 

school district in which the pupil was initially counted to account for the transfer out of that 

school district. 

 7.  Notwithstanding the provisions of NRS 387.1243 to the contrary, if the basic support for 

a school district or charter school is computed pursuant to NRS 387.1233 using an enrollment 

number that is larger than the actual enrollment of pupils for the current school year, that larger 

enrollment number shall be deemed the first-month enrollment number rather than the actual 

count of pupils on count day when determining whether there is an increase in the enrollment of 

pupils after the second school month pursuant to subsection 4 of NRS 387.1243. 

 8.] 5.  For the purposes of subsections 2 and 3 of NRS [387.1233,] 387.1223, the enrollment 

of pupils in a charter school or in a university school for profoundly gifted pupils includes the 

pupils enrolled in the charter school or university school for profoundly gifted pupils who reside 

in the school district in which the charter school or university school for profoundly gifted 

pupils is located and the pupils enrolled in the charter school or university school for profoundly 

gifted pupils who reside outside that school district. 

 Sec. 6.  NAC 386.355 and 387.280 are hereby repealed. 

 

 

TEXT OF REPEALED SECTIONS 

 

 

 386.355  Apportionment from State Distributive School Account: Count day; 

prerequisite to receive apportionments. (NRS 386.540, 386.570) 
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 1.  Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the count day for a charter school is the 

same as the count day for the school district in which the charter school is located and is the last 

day of the first school month of that school district. 

 2.  In lieu of using the count day described in subsection 1, a governing body may elect to 

use the count day for the school district in which the majority of pupils who attend the charter 

school reside if the charter school: 

 (a) Is sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority; 

 (b) Provides a program of distance education pursuant to NRS 388.820 to 388.874, inclusive; 

and 

 (c) Uses distance education as its primary method of instruction. 

 3.  If a governing body elects to use the count day described in subsection 2, the governing 

body shall submit to the Superintendent of Public Instruction a written declaration of that 

election on or before May 1 of the year for which the election is made. 

 4.  To receive apportionments from the State Distributive School Account, a charter school 

must have pupils enrolled and attending school and account for at least 20 school days in the first 

school month, which may include days on which class is not in session, including, without 

limitation, in-service days and conference days for teachers.  

 5.  If an individual pupil is enrolled and attending a charter school at least 1 school day 

before the count day, that pupil will be counted. 

 387.280  Reports of enrollment and attendance. (NRS 385.080, 386.540, 387.123) 

 1.  Information about enrollment and attendance which is recorded in the master register of 

enrollment and attendance must be accumulated at the end of each month for each grade within 

each school and submitted, in the manner prescribed by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
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to the Department within 10 days after the last day of each school month. All reports from a 

school district must be submitted together and sorted so that all reports from similar kinds of 

schools are together. Before submission of the reports, each school district shall review the 

reports to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the reports. If a charter school submits a 

report pursuant to this subsection, the charter school shall, upon the request of the sponsor of the 

charter school or a school district in which a pupil enrolled in the charter school resides, provide 

a copy of the report to the requester. 

 2.  If a school district operates under more than one school calendar, the district shall submit, 

in addition to the reports required in subsection 1, the weighted and unweighted count of 

enrollment on the last day of the first school month of the school year for that district. 

 3.  A pupil must be in attendance at least 1 day of the school month to be counted as enrolled 

at a school. 
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LEGISLATIVE REVIEW OF ADOPTED REGULATIONS—NRS 233B.066 
Informational Statement 

LCB File No. R065-16 
 
1. A clear and concise explanation of the need for the adopted regulation: Due to the 

changes pursuant to S.B. 508 in the 2015 Legislative session, language referring to “count 
day” is no longer relevant as the basic support guarantee is now measured quarterly and 
reflective of average daily enrollment (ADE). 
 

2. Description of how public comment was solicited, a summary of public response, and an 
explanation of how other interested persons may obtain a copy of the summary. 
The Notice of Intent to Act Upon a Regulation for public hearing and adoption of Proposed 
Amendments was filed at the following locations on July 22, 2016: The offices of the Nevada 
Department of Education in Carson City and Las Vegas, at the 17 Nevada School District 
Superintendent’s Offices, the 17 county main public libraries, the Nevada State Library and 
Archives, the Department of Education website and the Legislative Council Bureau website.  
 
A summary may be obtained by contacting Karen Johansen, Administrative Assistant, Nevada 
Department of Education, 775-687-9225 or by writing to the Nevada Department of Education, 
700 East Fifth Street, Carson City, Nevada 89701-5096. 
 

3. The number of persons who: 
(a)  Attended each hearing: 78 
(b)  Testified at each hearing; 0 
(c)  Submitted written comments: 0 

 
4. For each person identified in paragraphs (b) and (c) of number 3 above, the following 

information if provided to the agency conducting the Hearing: 
(a) Name:  
(b) Telephone number; 
(c) Business Address; 
(d) Business telephone number; 
(e) Electronic mail address; 
(f) Name of entity or organization represented:  

 
5. A description of how comment was solicited from affected businesses, a summary of 

their response and an explanation of how other interested persons may obtain a copy of 
the summary. 
The Notice of Intent to Act Upon a Regulation for public hearing and adoption of Proposed 
Amendments was filed at the following locations on May 11, 2016: The offices of the 
Nevada Department of Education in Carson City and Las Vegas, at the 17 Nevada School 
District Superintendent’s Offices, the 17 county main public libraries, the Nevada State 
Library and Archives, the Department of Education website and the Legislative Council 
Bureau website.  
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A summary may be obtained by contacting Karen Johansen, Administrative Assistant, 
Nevada Department of Education, 775-687-9225 or by writing to the Nevada Department 
of Education, 700 East fifth Street, Carson City Nevada, 89701-5096 
 

6. If the regulation was adopted without changing any part of the proposed regulation, a 
summary of the reasons for adopting the regulation without change.  
The proposed regulation was adopted without change because there was no public 
comment to warrant changes.  

 
7. The estimated economic effect of the regulation on the business which it is to regulate 

and on the public: 
(a)  Estimated economic effect on the businesses which they are to regulate 

 None. 
 

(b)  Estimated economic effect on the public which they are to regulate 
        None 

 
8. The estimated cost to the agency for enforcement of the proposed regulation: None 
   
9. A description of any regulations of other State of governmental agencies which the 

regulation overlaps or duplicates and a statement explaining why the duplication or 
overlap is necessary.  If the regulation overlaps or duplicates a federal regulation, the 
name of the regulating federal agency.  None. 

 
10. If the regulation includes provisions that are more stringent than a federal regulation 

that regulates the same activity, a summary of such provisions. None. 
 

11. Of the regulation provides a new fee or increases an existing fee, the total annual 
amount of the agency expects to collect and the manner in which the money will be 
used. None. 

 


